Conversation

25.9.2010 19:02:49 on

r 19:02:49) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Do you want to see something great?
{19:11:08) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : show me

(19:13:41) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Our artist is making a series of these propaganda posters for hackers
r 19.13:54) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: If you have seen this already, apologies :)
(19:13:55) Tran sfer of file builds -splashl.png complete
{19:14:12) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : haha nice one
{19:14:15) Singi 201 @jabber .ccc.de : haven 't seen it
(19 14:22) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: there is a crazier version :
( 19 15:03)
{19:15:13)
(19·15·25)
(19:15:28)

Detente@jabber.ccc.de: http ://imgur.com/ngvSw.png
Sin gi201 @jabber .ccc.de: haha in binary
Detente@jabber.ccc.de: imagine seeing this on the street
Detente@jabber.ccc.de: "WTF?"

{19:15:36) Singi 201 @jabber .ccc .de: ups
{19:15:37) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de: hahah
{19:16:02) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : http: //engardelinux .org/modules / index/index.cgi do you know anythign

about thin
( 19· 16:33) Detente@jabber.ccc.de : No I do not
(19:17:00) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: A summary of what people are working on:
(19 17:00) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: N: un docs , emails
cip: knowledge management database on lilli.is
xamuh: locating forums where south american gov insiders and dissidents may hangout
(19:17.14) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: d: building website
{19:20:04) Sin gi201 @jabber .ccc.de: why is xamuh doing that? the purpose i mean
(19:20:39) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: She had nothing to do, and it is a possible way for her to make
connections while also increasing her research skills
(19:20:....ilDetente@jabber.ccc.de: So I put her on that
(19:20:50) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I can change it, if you like
(19:21:13) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: But she was able to find a forum where members of the Spanish
intelligence agency hang out
(19 21 24) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: :)
{19:24:27) Sin gi201 @jabber .ccc.de: you can try using secure.wikileaks .org not sure if it works
( 19:26:06) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ok
(19:26:19) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: how do I view the chatroom in pidgin :s
{19:26:27) Sin gi201@jabber .ccc.de: what do you mean
(19:26:39) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: i made an ire chat account
(19:26:50) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: but how do I connect to a certain room?
(19:26:51) Det.ente@jabber.ccc.de: in pidgin
{19:27:07) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.d e: #wikileaks will open as a default
(192"":17) Detente@jabber.ccc.de : ah ok, it must not be working
{19:27:25) Sin gi201 @jabber .ccc.de: it takes some time to connect though
(19:28:29) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ok I am connecting to chat.wikileaks.org port 9999 ssl
r 19:28.33) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: we shall see
{19:28:47) Singi 201 @jabber .ccc.de : you just connected ...
(19:28:54) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: :0
(19:29:30) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ok, it works!
(19:31....4)Detente@jabber.ccc.de: sorry, op me again :)
{19:31:50) Singi201 @jabb er.ccc.de: NEVEAH

(19:32:00) Detente@jabber.ccc.de:

I carry my computer with me, so I will need to be opped SO MANY

TIMES
(19:32:08) Detente@jabber.ccc.de:
(19:32:32) Detente@jabber.ccc.de:

you should auto-op me on teamv :P
Oh speaking of how I work for the CIA, I wanted to tell you about my

name 'detente'
(19:32:44) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: detente just means an easing of strained relations
(19:32:59) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: i.e. if WL is successful, the world will be more peaceful
(19:33:02) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ie. detente.
(19:33:06) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: :P
(19:35:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i can't auto op you anywhere...i think
(19:35:27) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ok, I will just bug you all the time to op me then :)
(19:39:17) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: are you in the chat room under "sigi"?
(19:39:21) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Yes
(21:24:09) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Siggi: http://www.zdnet.co.uk/blogs/mixed-signals-10000051/wikileaksspokesman-quits-blames-assange-10018726/
(21:39:57) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Sig, I have an interesting conversation on my hands
(21:40:02) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: (05:32:32 PM) Kostoglotov: The following message received

from kostoglotov was not encrypted: [It wasn't anything important - just saw your Nick come
up when news broke with the print media - wanted to say. hope you' and all other wl staff aren't
getting too barraged by trolls and tabloid journos.]
(21:40:18) Detente@jabber.ccc.de:
(21:44:29) Detente@jabber.ccc.de:

still trying to figure out what "my Nick" means
Sig, should I start wiping my computer? Is the security breach that

severe?
(21:45:00) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: No
(21:45:16) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Have the internal volunteer lists been compromised?
(21:45:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Uncertain
(21:45:58) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: If the lists are out, the people in the US will be the first to be detained.
(21:46:13) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: People located in us have been removed from the list
(21:46:33) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: There is no record of me?
(21:46:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: No record of anyone in Teamv
(21:46:49) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: roger
(21:48:13) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I will take security precautions tonight by backing up all of my data to

an

encrypted truecrypt volume and wiping the drive
(21:48:26) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: This should not affect my presence online
(21:55:48) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: op me in the main channel so I can talk to people that have concerns
(21:55:57) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I will tell people who ask that WL is strong as ever.
(22:00:12) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: No can do, the whole freaking server has been compromised
(22:00:26) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Then everyone connected to the IRC can be identified?
(22:00:32) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: We should disconnect teamv from IRC
(22:00:46) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: no
(22:01:16) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: only people compromised at some point are IRCOP (Me,editor,p,s)
regulars ops in #wikichat are ok
(22:02:05) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: If the server is compromised, they can do a WHOIS internally
(22:02:13) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: And get the IP of everyone in the IRC channel
(22:02:14) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Yes
(22:02:17) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ?
(22:16:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Kostoglotov is one of the people who created RAP NEWS,and are
currently creating new one with julian
(22:25:07) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I am here if you need my assistance
(22:42:16) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: And We are back to normal for now
(22:43:35) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I diverted a troll from the WL main channel, had a nice convo with Kol,
and helped xamuh get started learning python

(22:43:35) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Haha
(22:43:37) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: What was the damage?
(22:44:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Let me just put it like this....if

this would have gone public wikileaks

Opeartions would have been over
(22:44:46) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Is it still in danger of going public?
(22:44:54) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(22:45:21) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: What will be the result if it does go public? In actual terms?
(22:48:06) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Last month...Me, Julian, Jacob, Sue, Odin, Kristinn,and other "alias"
names, had a "board meeting" about wikileaks and the next steps, we talked about number of things, new
communication protocals and more, now a team member of the board, just leaked the Meeting Log to
"Penguiinx" wich no one know's exactly who is, if that log goes public, then wikileaks is over
(22:49:26) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: You have to assume that the log will go public.
(22:49:35) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: There is no way to stop information once it gets out.
(22:49:53) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: We now who the leaker is, and we need to access his comptuer to delete
it
(22:50:03) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: What country is he based in?
(22:50:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Iceland
(22:50:25) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Not me though
(22:50:26) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Odin.
(22:50:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Yes Odin
(22:50:44) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: I can be in Iceland tomorrow. I can help you access his computer
physically.
(22:50:49) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: If you need this, let me know.
(22:51:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: how are we going to access his computer physically you would need to
steal it
(22:51:24) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Yes
(22:51:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: aaaaand my accounts are still frozen so i can't bring you here
(22:51:46) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: If it will bring down WL, it is worth it to steal it.
(22:52:26) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Even if his computers were confiscated and the files were removed, he
likely has other copies
(22:53:21) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: WL must proceed with the assumption that the files will be released. Can
you not change everything in the file so that things do not work in the way discussed, and deny that the file is
accurate?
(22:54:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: there are no files, just a simple conversation log
(22:54:22) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: and something discussed in the conversation log will destroy WL?
(22:54:40) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: aaha
(22:55:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: "or for him to be fooled into downloading a trojan"
(22:55:32) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: that is not going to work
(22:58:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: why
(22:59:05) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: it is unlikely. more copies are bound to exist.
(22:59:23) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: jonsdottir has a copy as well, for all you know.
(22:59:40) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: if he is working with Daniel, then the whole cabal might have a strategy
and copies of the logs.
(23:00:01) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: This is less about controlling the leak and more about damage control, at
this point.
(23:00:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: it would be extremely funny if you would submit this to
sunshinepress.org
(23:00:39) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: ?
(23:00:44) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: this conversation? haha
(23:00:56) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i mean if he would
(23:03:08) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: Do you think Daniel will cooperate with police?
(23:03:32) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: police on?
(23:03:35) Detente@jabber.ccc.de: WL

(23:03:48) Singi201@jabb er.ccc.de : no
(23:04:0;..) Detente@jabber.ccc.de : why?

he is trying to defame WL in the media
(23:04:11 ) Detente@jabber .ccc.de : what makes you think he will not bring it down by going to police?
(23:04:55) Sin gi201 @jabb er.ccc.de : He is in favour of running the website , not haveing Julian though
r23:0"7 :3G) Detente@jabber.ccc .de: what is the strategy?
(23:08:01) Singi201@jabb er.ccc.de : i can't discuss that with you at this moment sorry, i'll let you know
though
(23:08:07) Detente@jabber .ccc .de : ok
(23:08:20) Detente@jabber .ccc .de: I need to run home, will be back soon
(23:08:31) Detente@jabber .ccc. de: Best of luck
(23:56:2 8) Detente@jabbe.r.ccc .de: WL needs to make a press release about Daniel
(23:56:37) Detente@jabber.ccc .de: And not just refute it in the media
(23:56:55) Detente@iabber .ccc .de : But refute it with an actual _statement_

